Kaunas University of Technology is pleased to announce
teaching opportunities for VISITING LECTURERS (5 FTE)
in the Faculty of Informatics.
LOCATION:
Kaunas University of Technology,
Faculty of Informatics, Kaunas, Lithuania

We look forward to welcoming visiting
lecturers who would like to teach and share their
knowledge and experience with the future
specialists in the following IT fields:
• Object oriented and functional programming,
soware testing
• Computer networks and security
• Databases and data mining
• Virtualisation and cloud computing
• Digital logic and computer architecture
• Computer graphics and multimedia systems
• Algorithms and artificial intelligence

TERM / PERIOD:
no less than 5 months / September–January
2018 or February–June 2019, with a possibility
of extension

SALARY RANGE:
Basic salary amounts to 1060–1410 EUR
Gross per month, according to qualification
and experience (Associate Professor level)

CONTRACT:
REQUIREMENTS:
• PhD (or equivalent) degree in Computer Science
• University teaching experience
• Evidence of scientific activity (articles, projects)
• English requirements: CEFR C1, IELTS ≥6.0, or
equivalent
• Knowledge of Lithuanian would be an advantage

Visiting lecturers will be provided a temporary
contract, with a possibility for extension.

OPPORTUNITIES:
In addition to teaching, we offer opportunities
to build academic connections and to
participate in research projects

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
We provide assistance with providing
documentation for Migration Office and
accommodation

Kaunas University of Technology
is one of the largest technological universities
in the Baltics, fast forwarding to becoming an
internationally acknowledged institution of
higher education, known for its linkages with
business, leadership in scientific research,
flexible interdisciplinary study programmes,
learning and development opportunities.

Our mission & vision
is to provide research-based studies at
international level, creating inspiring
environment for fostering talents and leaders.
Innovative research by globally renowned
research groups, technology transfer and joint
endeavors towards society progress are the
keywords defining KTU.

The Faculty of Informatics
is the first and one of the largest research and
education centres in Lithuania offering studies in
information technology field, where more than
2,000 students are taught by about 200 teachers.
Every year, the number of professionals joining
our teaching staff increases – the representatives
of leading Lithuanian and international
organisations and institutions contribute to the
training of the sought-aer young IT specialists.
We are proud not only of our students, whose
number is growing fastest in Lithuania and whose
achievements and skills are praised by employers
across the globe, but also of our scientists and
researchers who are actively involved in
conducting interdisciplinary research projects
together with business, industry and state
institutions. First in Lithuania cybersecurity
training, smart homes and environments,
e-health products and services and other
inventions are among the award winning
innovations that have already found their
way to the global market.
The Faculty offers
bachelor's (6 study programmes), master's
(5 study programmes) and PhD (2 study areas)
studies. Scientific research in the Faculty focuses
on the field of information systems’ development
and their adaptation in various areas

APPLY
If you are interested, please apply by sending
your CV and additional documents proving
scientific and teaching experience or
qualification, by email: cv@ktu.lt.

We look forward to hearing from you.
Confidentiality is guaranteed.

